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Abstract

Background - Marketers face evolution of online brand positioning marketing strategy due to changes of search engine algorithm that affects the reaching out of brands to potential internet users. Brand owners realise that to be relevant in modern market, they need to transition and focus more into online market. However, many brand owners have ignored the power of search engine optimisation (SEO) strategy for attracting the online market, which is highly competitive and faces rapid changes. A brand can be considered as old fashioned if it does not utilise the SEO as their marketing strategy, in penetrating the online marketplace. Various studies have analysed factors that can enhance the persistency of using the SEO strategy, however gaps remain regarding the relationship of this strategy with the online brand positioning. The main aim of this study was to identify the persistency of using the SEO strategy including the niche point of differentiation, valuable content, targeted keyword and scalable link building, as the determinants that enhance the success of online brand positioning. The main aim of this study was to identify the persistency of using the SEO strategy including the niche point of differentiation, valuable content, targeted keyword and scalable link building, as the determinants that enhance the success of online brand positioning. The main aim of this study was to identify the persistency of using the SEO strategy including the niche point of differentiation, valuable content, targeted keyword and scalable link building, as the determinants that enhance the success of online brand positioning.

Methods – This study applies quantitative design using online survey to gather information from the online business entrepreneurs. The survey questionnaire was arranged to focus on the use of SEO as a new way to strategies online business.

Results - Based on the results of this study, most online entrepreneurs have somewhat realised the effects of using the SEO strategy to enhance effectiveness of online brand positioning.

Conclusion – This research provides insights on the importance of SEO strategy in online business positioning. It is hoped that the online entrepreneurs will take the SEO strategy into consideration in the positioning of their brand in the marketplace.
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Introduction

Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) incorporates technicality and creativity elements that enable online entrepreneurs to increase users’ traffic, thus upgrade its rankings in search engines utilisation. Online entrepreneurs are knowledgeable with up-to-date technologies in marketing and selling products via online platforms. Online entrepreneurs must adapt with the online evolution especially search engines because any changes of search engine algorithm will affect brands' reach out to potential buyers. To stay relevant in the modern market, brand owners must be ready to migrate from conventional to online business, with more focus towards online brand strategy.

The aim for any marketing campaign is finding the right online brand marketing strategy, e.g., defining the right marketing message to influence consumers on their brands. The technical and creativity aspects of digital marketing will enable online entrepreneurs to improve their brand position in online search engine platforms. Online entrepreneurs must also have the ability to quickly adapt with SEO strategies to position their brands effectively.

Due to the rapid changes of technology and tough competition from rivals, many brand owners have opted to ignore the power of SEO in their online brand positioning strategy. This has caused a big loss to the brand owners for not taking advantage of the “limitless world” of internet for their marketing strategies. The SEO saves a lot of money to reach the highest numbers of customers compared to other marketing methods that has limited reach.

Various studies related to the factors that enhance the persistency of using a SEO strategy have been performed, however the use of this strategy as determinants to enhance online brand positioning has not been investigated. As such this study analysed the online brand positioning for entrepreneurs using the SEO strategy for longevity in the modern market. Specifically, the objective was to investigate the influence of being persistent by using niche point of differentiation, valuable content, targeted keyword, and scalable link building, in SEO strategy among the online entrepreneurs.

Literature review

Online business has been referred to as “as the process of buying, selling, or exchanging products, services, and or information via computer network, including the internet”. Online business consists of business transactions via online whereby sellers can advertise, promote, and sell their items via internet. In comparison to the traditional brick-and-mortar, online business provides 24-hours services that are operating throughout the year. Online platforms enhance business market position and its presence to the target audience. The most crucial part for an online business success is the effective information technology and communication system in the World Wide Web for serving customers.

Online business attracts new markets, thus enhancing the productivity and performance of firms. Conventional off-line businesses that are perceived as a growing new market are also attracted to move to online platforms. Since online business is relatively new, entrepreneurs must consider several barriers such as security and privacy, dependability on technology, maintenance cost, hectic online price and competition; especially for small sizes online entrepreneurs. Despite all obstacles and challenges facing online business, there are many innovative opportunities that online business entrepreneurs can venture into, to ensure their success; inclusive of trust, cyberlaw and cybersecurity, mobile commerce, e-warranty, effective services deliveries, prompt and easy payment schemes and many others which are better than conventional business transactions.

Additionally, online business can take advantage from the rapid increase of Internet user base, positive mindset, especially among youngsters towards easier online shopping regardless of time and location.

The global increase of Internet penetration and enhancement of legal aspects of online business can grow online businesses in any country. Search engines support online business strategies; however they are not designed for online business and consumers to search anything by browsing just one web page. There are many search engines available with main key players dominated by well-known names such as Google, Yahoo, and Bing. The search engines have been used by consumers to find anything online, therefore they have become a new platform for businesses opportunities. For a brand to be perceived as popular, the SEO strategy targets for the brand name to be listed on the first page when a keyword is entered in the search engine. Normally, customers will not scroll down to the bottom of the first page, or they will not visit too many pages due to time constraint. Online entrepreneurs must acknowledge the importance of dependency on the SEO strategy to launch brand campaigns, so that target audience can choose their brand despite the competition. The review of the relevant literature has indicated that there are four major components of the SEO strategy: niche point of differentiation, valuable content, targeted keyword, and scalable link building to enhance online brand positioning.
Niche point of differentiation
Niche marketing with the use of SEO strategy means the utilisation of the online advertising strategy that focuses on specific group of customers as the niche market; to enable the full benefits to the target markets at the lowest costs and fastest coverage as possible.25 The differentiation of niche could give advantage to a brand that has particular strategies in online marketing and branding. Not only that, the niche can also be determined by where the brand is positioned in the search engine competition.25

Valuable content
A fresh page with quality content is more valuable than old contents. Many scholars agreed that ‘Content is King’, whereby any good content will link with other content automatically. High rated content results in high quality search engine optimisation.26 Relative positioning of the content and the quality of the content are the main elements of the valuable content factors. In addition, the frequency of the content will give ‘bonus mark’ to the search engine.27

Targeted keywords
Specific placement of targeted keywords for the brand will enhance the effectiveness of the SEO in online brand positioning.28 An organic branded keywords traffic naturally comes from the search engine. Therefore, discovering certain related keywords to the brand that are always being searched is crucial in online branding. Another plus point is that integrating keywords can create a competitive advantage to the online brand.29 Keywords can bring direct competition for the higher-ranked slots. Site visibility in Google search can be significantly improved by using targeted keywords.30

Scalable link building
Scalable link building is a process whereby consumers start with a generic keyword when searching for any products, and later become more specific to certain brand’s uniqueness.31 Navigational link with other online retailers will associate the brand positioning in the online market. Increasing number of links to the online brand placement and link architecture can give some additional information to the search engine web crawlers. Anchor links are recognised as important factors in Google’s algorithm.32

Online brand positioning
Online brand positioning via SEO is affected by the numbers of key contextual factors.33 Online marketers recognises that ranking of the brand is effectively enhanced by brand positioning in the online market.34 By associating with the big brands or market leaders of the industry in the same platform using a search engine will also increase the brand value for the consumers.35

Based on the deliberations of the SEO components and the online brand positioning, the research theoretical framework is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Research theoretical framework.
Five hypotheses were developed based on this research theoretical framework:

H1: There is a significant positive relationship between the persistency of using SEO strategy with the success of online brand positioning.

H2: There is a significant positive relationship between the persistency of using niche point of differentiation in SEO strategy with the success of online brand positioning.

H3: There is a significant positive relationship between the persistency of using valuable content in SEO strategy with the success of online brand positioning.

H4: There is a significant positive relationship between the persistency of using targeted keyword in SEO strategy with the success of online brand positioning.

H5: There is a significant positive relationship between the persistency of using scalable link building in SEO strategy with the success of online brand positioning.

Methods

The research design is quantitative whereby a set of online survey questionnaires (See Underlying data) was used to collect data randomly from online entrepreneurs who offer various products to customers. The respondents were contacted via Internet, websites, Facebook, and other social media sites and convenience sampling was used to select 275 online entrepreneurs for this study. All the participants gave informed written consent to take part in this study.

The hypotheses were tested using Pearson Correlation analysis to determine causal relationships between variables, i.e., the positive or negative direction and strength of relationship based on the R-value, and at the significant of the relationship based on p-value.

Results

The results show that all the five hypotheses were accepted with the Pearson Correlation (R) values of more than 0.70 at significant values of less than 0.05.

All the relationships are positive and significantly strong. The Pearson Correlation results for relationships between persistency of using SEO strategy with the efficiency of online brand positioning are shown in Table 1 and Figure 2.

Discussions

The results show that the online entrepreneurs realise the effects of using the SEO strategy to enhance effectiveness of online brand positioning. Niche point of differentiation allows the online brand to appear distinctive and unique by making the brand appear more valuable and desirable to the customers. Niche differentiation strategy gains competitive advantage by classifying the customers into smaller target, and later distinguish products for its excellent design, high awareness, easy accessibility, or other aspects.

Content can increase the SEO strategy components effectiveness, whereby niche consumers will be attracted to online brands with up-to-date content. Content must have detailed brand information suitable for the target niche market, including a picture of the product/brand, ingredients, product usage and usefulness, warranty, returnable policies, companies’ details and other information; since without valuable content consumers may not trust the brands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation (R)</th>
<th>Direction of relationship</th>
<th>Strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Search Engine Optimization (SEO)</td>
<td>+0.854</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Strong (85.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niche point of differentiation</td>
<td>+0.782</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Strong (78.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valuable content</td>
<td>+0.779</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Strong (77.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted word</td>
<td>+0.816</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Strong (81.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalable link building</td>
<td>+0.823</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Strong (83.3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant at p-value of 0.001.
Integrating keywords can create a competitive advantage to online brand. Good keywords provide direct natural traffics from the SEO strategy. Keyword’s popularity can be determined by examining the search engine users’ behaviour. Focusing on how branded keywords across different markets, languages and search engines can also improve on international branding.

Scalable link building influences the effectiveness of online brand positioning by laddering technique. In searching for a brand information, consumers will start searching using general keywords that are not very popular, and later laddering the search to specific keyword. Therefore in the SEO strategy, it is crucial for online entrepreneurs to ensure that the brand keywords appear on the first page of search engine and enhance the generic list of keywords to the specific ones gradually.

Conclusions
This research has achieved its objectives in investigating the persistency of using the SEO strategy which includes niche point of differentiation, valuable content, targeted keyword, and scalable link building among online entrepreneurs. It contributes to new information on the online brand positioning, which can be utilized by online entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, the limitation of this study was that it only focused on the online entrepreneurs in Malaysia, therefore, future studies should investigate the real time usage of SEO platforms by the online entrepreneurs. Similarly, researchers can also investigate further appropriate training models to enhance online entrepreneurs’ knowledge and skills in using the SEO strategy as enablers in the branding market.
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